
The Pashto genitive
This paper examines the genitive construction in Pashto, namely the marker d@, from

a diachronic and synchronic perspective. Although the genitive precedes the noun (GenN
order), the genitive is expressed via what seems to be a preposition (d@). This is striking
given the typological correlation between GenN order and postpositions (Hawkins, 1984).
Furthermore, the current situation in Pashto is a FOFC violation (Holmberg, 2000) and
contradictory to the earlier formulated Consistency Principle (Giorgi & Longobardi, 1991),
because a head-initial PP is immediately dominated by a head-final NP. This structure
is shown in (1) below.

(1) d@

of
hal@k–ø
boy–sg.m.obl

kitāb–ø
book–m.dir

‘the book of the boy’ (the boy’s book)

Despite being typologically unique (perhaps the only other exception being Amharic),
Greenberg (1980) suggests that the structure arises from a historical shift from NGen order
to GenN order which precedes a shift from prepositions to postpositions (thus resulting
in a stage with a prepositional prenominal genitive). The present work finds that there
is evidence of the syntactic changes proposed by Greenberg (1980), such that Pashto has
undergone a shift from NA to AN, NGen to GenN, and is amidst a shift from prepositional
to postpositional. However, the d@ marker has remained a preposition. Thus, this paper
examines more specifically the origins of the d@ marker and suggests that certain dialectal
variants of d@ could be related to the Persian ezafe–construction while other variants
could be due to contact with the Indic languages to the east, specifically Punjabi.

This research also looks at the Pashto genitive from a synchronic perspective. In cer-
tain syntactic contexts it is grammatical to omit the d@ marker, which is a phenomenon
previously unmentioned in any Pashto literature. This paper suggests that omission of
d@ is a FOFC violation repair strategy. Additionally, this paper investigates the charac-
teristics of the d@ genitive in relation to recent typological work on classification of the
genitive as free or functional by Longobardi & Silvestri (2013). According to Longobardi
& Silvestri (2013), a free genitive is iterable and usually expressed adpositionally (prepo-
sitional genitives being postnominal and postpositional genitives being prenominal). In
contrast, a functional genitive is non-iterable and is not expressed prepositionally. This
paper argues that although d@ is often described as a preposition in the Pashto literature,
it is not iterable. Therefore, it cannot be a free genitive and must be a functional genitive.
In consequence, we are forced to consider if d@ is even an preposition. This paper suggests
that d@ is not a preposition, but rather a proclitic or linker. In sum, it is argued that the
Pashto genitive is a functional genitive and is both non-iterable and non-adpositional.

Given that the Pashto genitive is relatively understudied, the present work increases
our synchronic and diachronic understanding of this construction within Pashto. Further-
more, this work suggests that although Pashto seems to be an exception to Longobardi &
Silvestri’s (2013) proposal that prepositionally expressed genitives follow the head noun,
the d@ marker may actually be functioning as a proclitic not as a preposition.
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